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Abstract

How do we get students to think less about the mechanics of mul-
timedia software and more about the medium’s creative potential
for telling a story? One way is through collaboration with students
in different but synergistic disciplines. This paper presents a new
model for interdisciplinary collaborative teaching which provides a
more flexible alternative to the traditional team-teaching approach.
The model is applied to 3D computer animation and digital music.

1 Introduction

It doesn’t take much effort to motivate students to play with 3D
animation software. Right away they are asking the “how do I ...”
questions and trying to use the plethora of “cool” features that are
available. The real challenge is getting them to think beyond the
technology and to realize that what is most important, regardless of
the medium, are the ideas and emotions being expressed. Collabo-
ration is one way for students to take notice of the bigger picture.
By working with other students who are “experts” in a different
but synergistic medium, they are forced to talk about their ideas, to
learn about alternative forms of expression, and to think about in
what way this other medium can strengthen and enhance their own
work.

In this paper, we present a new interdisciplinary collaborative
model for teaching multimedia and apply it to the subjects of 3D
computer animation and digital music. As of now, we have three
years of experience working with this model (corresponding to
three cycles of collaboration). After many modifications and re-
finements we feel we have quite a fun and successful program.

2 Current Approaches

Anyone working in multimedia knows that it is an inherently in-
terdisciplinary endeavor. Expertise in art, music, writing, com-
puter science, theater, film, etc are all desired. This makes teaching
courses, such as computer animation, a challenge.

To provide the needed range of expertise, several approaches have
been used. For schools that have strong financial resources and
have access to rich local culture and industry, experts from the sur-
rounding community can be recruited to help out. These “experts”
might be employees from the animation industry, writers from the
community who can critique students stories and storyboards, or
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software experts from local industry. If such resources are avail-
able, it would be foolish not to use them. However, most schools
do not have such resources.

Some schools have also been fortunate enough to hire faculty with
years of experience in the animation [Perry 2003]. These faculty
bring tremendous knowledge that is impossible to obtain in any
other way. However, not all schools have the good fortune of being
able to hire faculty with such experience.

Team teaching is perhaps the most common model for pooling ex-
pertise from different disciplines when teaching animation [Zim-
merman and Eber 2001; Ebert and Bailey 2000; Izmirli and Baird
2002]. For example, a course may be taught by both an art and
computer science faculty member. Student enrollment is generally
limited to a balance of art and computer science majors. This model
has its advantages because it 1) ensures a range of expertise among
both faculty and students, and 2) collaboration is guaranteed since
everyone is in the same course.

However there are potential problems as well. First, such courses
rely on having a balance of art and science students. For a school
with a very small student body, this is not always easy to arrange.
Second, planning an entire semester of lectures that are appropriate
to both art and science students can be challenging - one runs the
risk of either boring or confusing half the class much of the time.
Both subjects may tend to get watered down. Third, these courses
rely on both faculty members being available which may not be
the case given sabbaticals, tenure rejection, illness or just general
turnover. Fourth, some collaborations may need only be brief, yet
team taught courses require being together the entire semester. Fi-
nally, introducing new courses into a curriculum is not always easy.
Other members of the participating departments, as well as the ad-
ministration, must be convinced of the value of having new oddball
courses that compete with traditional courses for limited resources
and faculty time. In addition, having more than one faculty teach
a course costs the school more. While the university may be will-
ing to do this the first few times the course is taught, they may not
want to do this indefinitely. While we believe team taught courses
are very valuable and should be continued, we feel that there are
alternative models to consider that may be a better fit. This may be
particularly true at certain types of institutions, such as small liberal
arts colleges, where departments are small and adding new courses
to a tight curriculum can be difficult.

3 Computer Animation and Digital Music:

A New Approach

The model presented here differs from team teaching in that it is
built on the collaboration of independently existing courses. The
courses may be newly created or already be part of the curriculum
but, in either case, they can be taught with or without the collab-
oration. In addition, the courses come together only at points in
the semester where collaboration is desired. To illustrate how the
model works, we describe the collaboration in the context of 3D
computer animation and digital music, although other combinations
of disciplines could work just as well.

Our animation course, CS330 Computer Animation Production, is



a fairly traditional group based animation course. It is at the junior-
level and satisfies a general education elective credit in ”creating-
in-the-arts”. Students learn about modeling, lighting, texturing,
and animation. They also learn about story development, story-
boarding, and design/composition. There are no pre-requisites
which guarantees that the class will always fill and also that there is
an interesting variety of students.

Depending on the semester, the music course may either be an up-
per level majors course, MUSC 339 Digital Music Techniques, or an
introductory course, MUSC 121 Creating Music With Technology.
Students learn the technology of MIDI and audio sequencing for
recording and mixing, audio sound design, editing and mastering,
and synthesizer sound-design. They also learn about composition
including form, melody, rhythm, orchestration, timbre, style etc.
Both of the music courses existed before the collaboration began.

The courses collaborate through a set of well defined assignments
that are fit into the syllabus so as to support the topics being dis-
cussed in the individual courses. A certain amount of flexibility is
required of each instructor in order for the assignments to fall in
the appropriate places. Joint meetings of the two classes are held
during the semester to discuss the work that students have done. In
the first two years (cycles) of the collaboration, the joint sessions
were scheduled in the evening because the regular class meeting
times did not overlap. In the most recent cycle, the courses were
offered at the same time so that joint sessions were much simpler to
arrange.

The animation labs assigned in the most recent cycle are shown
below. Except for the lab 8, each lab was one week long.

Lab 1: Introduction to Maya

Lab 2: NURBS and Polygons

Lab 3: Animation - 10 second loop

Lab 4: Animation and Music (10 second loop) - Ex-
change with music students

Lab 5: Lights and Shading

Lab 6: Expressing Character and Emotion

Lab 7: Expressing Character and Emotion with Music
- Exchange with music students

Lab 8: Group Project (7 weeks)

Over the first half of the semester, the animation students did a se-
ries of short exercises to learn graphics concepts and to develop
expertise with the software (Maya). Around week 3, students from
both classes visited each others labs to show each other their work
environment as well as examples of work already done. There were
two collaborative exercises with the music students (labs 4 and 7)
requiring the combining of music and animation “layers”.

The collaborative assignments were executed in a reactive manner,
i.e. each student created their initial layer and gave it to a student
in the other class. Layer 1 refers to what was done first, whether it
be music or animation. Layer 2 refers to what was added to layer 1.
For example, in lab 3, the animation students created a 10 second
animation loop (layer 1). In lab 4, these loops were given to the mu-
sic students to add the music (layer 2). At the same time, the music
students gave the animation students a 10 second music loop (layer
1) that they had previously created. The animation students then
were to develop an animation (layer 2) to fit the music. Students
were instructed that each layer created should be able to stand on
its own without the other layer and that the music should “convey
feeling and meaning beyond a literal re-creation of the sound that
your subject makes”.

Once lab 4 was completed, the two classes met jointly to critique
the work and to discuss technical issues confronted, esthetic choices
that were made, and the challenges of the collaborative process.
Students were also asked to discuss the way in which each medium
brought new meaning and depth to the other. It was fascinating to
see the surprised responses when the students first saw their piece
with the added layer. In a number of cases, the intended emotional
content was interpreted quite differently than the original artist had
intended. Both animator and musician were then able to discuss
their initial intent and how it was altered by the addition.

Due to lab size limitations, the number of music students was
roughly half that of the animation students. As a result, each mu-
sic piece was given to two animation students. Rather than being a
problem, this provided an enlightening opportunity to study the dif-
ferences in interpretation that each animator had to the same music.

In the process of discussing the work, basic terms from music and
graphics were introduced to the other group. In the end, students
gained experience in understanding not just the technical challenges
of combining music and animation, but they also developed an un-
derstanding of the powerful synergy of the two. Being able to di-
rectly talk to the person who say, added the music to their work,
provided much insight into the musical process.

In the second half of the semester, the animation students formed
groups to create a two minute animation. Each group wrote a
short story, gave pitches using storyboards, and then divided up
the tasks of developing concept/reference, storyreel, animatics,
character/scene/prop modeling, animation, lighting, shading, and
post-production. Given the severe time limitations, students were
strongly advised to keep everything very simple. Each group typi-
cally consisted of 4 animators and 2 musicians. Each musician cre-
ated his/her own piece for the animation. Music students joined the
project at around the time of the storyreels. In the future, we would
like to have the music students be directly involved in the story de-
velopment from the very beginning, however, so far that has been
difficult due to scheduling. During the second half of the semester,
the classes met jointly several times to discuss work in progress and
collaboration/communication issues. Groups were also required to
meet outside of class to coordinate and discuss their work. At the
very end of the semester, the two classes met during the final exam
period to view and critique the final animations as well as to discuss
lessons learned.

4 Advantages

Collaborative teaching is extremely valuable in multimedia because
it is a way to provide the wide range of expertise that is needed.
Team teaching is one approach to bring such expertise together.
However, the alternative model proposed here has a number of dis-
tinct advantages. First, it could be argued that this is a better model
of how real collaboration actually occurs. The students all receive
in depth education in their area of interest but, at the same time,
they must rely on the expertise of others to complete their project.
To be successful, they must learn how to communicate their vision
of what they are doing to experts in another field. They need not
be experts themselves in this other field, however, they must un-
derstand enough to convey their ideas. This in turn forces them to
think beyond just the technology and to think about the message
their work is trying to convey.

Second, this approach offers a flexibility that works particularly
well in a small liberal arts college environment. New courses do
not necessarily need to be added to an already crowded curriculum.
If they are added, the new courses are more likely to be approved



because they can be considered as independent courses within their
respective departments and can be taught with or without the col-
laboration. The approach also insures that there is a balance of
students from each discipline because the courses generally fill.

Third, this approach allows for the collaboration to be of any length
and depth. The two classes may choose to collaborate on just a
short one week project or for a project lasting the entire semester.

It is also important to note that most students in liberal arts colleges
that are taking animation as an elective and are not training to be
professional animators. Rather, they are training to be economists,
historians, political scientists, mathematicians, etc. Becoming a ex-
pert at Maya is less important than completing a project where the
student has grasped the power and range of the medium, and can
connect this form of expression to other courses they are taking.
Our model promotes this type of learning.

5 Developing the Collaboration

Beginning a collaboration with faculty in other disciplines can be
challenging. One begins by identifying those faculty members who
who share a similar vision. Once connections are made, communi-
cation is critical. This can be particularly difficult between artists
and scientists where the ways of seeing and thinking can be so dif-
ferent. Developing a common goal and shared language is perhaps
the biggest challenge.

Our collaborative effort began with a small faculty summer grant
[Nord et al. 2002] from our college to do a collaborative project
over the summer. The process of writing the grant in itself gener-
ated much discussion that helped to identify and narrow our goals.
We kept returning to what we each had in common, namely, that we
were at a liberal arts college whose catalog describes the goals of an
education as being “the ability to think, to speak, and to write with
precision, depth, and cogency, as well as the capacity to perceive
and expose fallacious reasoning”. At first glance, this may seem
to have little to do with multimedia but in fact it has everything to
do it. Multimedia can be considered as a new form of literacy; It
is an alternative form of expression, abstraction, and communica-
tion that provides a new avenue for exploration and analysis [Daley
2003; Selfe and Hawisher 2004]. With this in mind, the primary
goal of our project thus became to “develop a model for the pro-
cess of multimedia collaboration as a means towards exploring and
expressing ideas”.

There were two components to our proposal. The first was profes-
sional development to learn if and how we were able to work to-
gether before demanding the same of our students. We first picked
the “concept” transitions to serve as the central idea around which
to work. Due to varying summer travel schedules, a reactive ap-
proach was used where we each independently prepared a short
piece, based on the concept, using our respective media to serve
as the first layer. We then exchanged these layers adding our own
layer to what we were given. This component of the project helped
to identify and solve technical problems, and to establish communi-
cation and generate enthusiasm for the potential of our work. Over
the course of the project, we met a number of times to discuss the
interaction of the music and animation. It was in these conversa-
tions that we began to get a glimpse into the other’s world and to
understand the challenges and complexity of what we were doing.

The second part of the proposal was to translate what we had done
into our teaching curriculum. Both MUSC-339 Digital Music Tech-
niques and the computer animation (originally CS-451) were al-
ready scheduled to be taught. Both of these courses were proposed

and developed before the collaboration began and were generally
restricted to majors within the respective departments. To keep the
momentum going from the summer project, we decided to immedi-
ately experiment using these already existing courses even thought
the courses were not designed with collaboration in mind. We first
asked our students if they were willing to take part in an experi-
mental collaboration. They all agreed quite enthusiastically. In the
end, the collaboration between two independent courses that began
out of necessity, was so successful that we decided to continue with
this model.

6 Lessons Learned

The animation course has changed significantly since the first col-
laboration. Most of the changes stem from the fact that the course
was originally designed for computer science majors and contained
much more mathematical content than the current non-majors ver-
sion. Many changes also resulted from the natural process any new
course goes through as the instructor becomes more familiar with
the subject and has a better understanding of the students’ capabili-
ties. In this paper, we focus mostly on the lessons learned that grew
out of the collaboration itself.

The summer project already alerted us to many issues that had to
be addressed. Many of these may seem obvious, however, it is too
easy to forget them along the way. The lessons include [Nord and
Orr 2003; Nord 2004]

• Stay flexible and open.

• When creating the initial layer, leave space for the next layer
to ”respond.”

• When adding a layer be sure to have thoroughly studied the
layer to which you are adding.

• When adding a layer, be careful not to overwhelm the preced-
ing layer.

• Teach each other about your disciplinary processes and prior-
ities.

• Don’t assume, be patient particularly with regard to commu-
nicating disciplinary issues.

• Be sure that timelines and meeting times are specified and
agreed to by all parties, but not so rigid as to not accommodate
the inevitable technical or creative difficulties.

The most important lesson learned as a result of our classroom ex-
perience was that communication is crucial. The curriculum must
actively and structurally foster the development and use of commu-
nication skills. For example,

• Begin the collaborative process early in the semester.

• Tiny exploratory projects will help nurture collaborative
skills, enhance cross-disciplinary sensitivity, and foster a
sense of inter-class community.

• Schedule classes to have the same meeting time. This will
allow for greater interchange.

• Setup a formal system, e.g. blackboard, that allows students
to communicate with each other. Email and web pages are
necessary but not sufficient.

• Make sure the network infrastructure is set up so that ex-
change of work is simple.



• Make numerous intermediate checks of student progress.

• Emphasize the importance of process.

• Make due dates, assignments, and work plans that your com-
puting resources can support. Aim for students having the
ability to work hands-on during a class meeting.

• Coordinate with regard to platform and format issues.

• Create tasking templates-clarify roles and responsibilities

By sticking to these simple rules, we have managed to create a
lively and fun pair of courses. The feedback from the students has
been very enthusiastic. Their work has also been very impressive
given that none of them had any background in animation before
entering the class. In the first year of the collaboration, one of the
animations used bar glasses as “characters” who have a west-side-
story type of face-off on a bar counter. Most recently, the anima-
tions included a wild car chase, a tv-dream-fantasy sequence, and a
shoe-competition-dance-off.

7 Future Plans

We are currently in the process of developing an arts & technology
minor which would involve faculty in music, computer science, art,
theater, English/film, and rhetoric & media studies. As part of this,
we plan to develop further collaborations of the type described here
between both new and existing courses. For example, we are cur-
rently considering partnering the animation class with an existing
script writing class. Interaction will encourage both sets of stu-
dents to explore visual story telling. This model can also be applied
beyond strictly multimedia courses. For example, a course our col-
lege offers currently on political humor could potentially collabo-
rate with the animation class. The possibilities seem limitless.
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